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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Monte Carlo method is one of the principal computational techniques
that has been used for years to solve complex problems in particle transport ap-
plications. The advantage of the Monte Carlo method is its capability to simulate
almost any particle transport problem, regardless of the geometry or physical com-
plexity as long as the geometrical configuration can be described mathematically
and the physical process can be represented by probability distributions. In such
problems the Monte Carlo technique is used to simulate the random motion of par-
ticles, from which averages over the motion of all the particles are used to simulate
the macroscopic behavior of the system. For example, such macroscopic behavior
could manifest itself as the terminal current of a field effect transistor or the neutron
density in a nuclear reactor. The numerical accuracy of the results is related to sta-
tistical fluctuations in the motion of individual particles, with the error decreasing
as the inverse of the square root of the number of simulated particles. This fact
necessitates the simulation of large number of particles and events which require
substantial computational effort.However, the availability of parallel processors
provide some relief because the natural parallelism of Monte Carlo would seem tai-
lor made for parallel processors, including massively parallel architectures like the
hypercube. Therefore, algorithms which would substantially decrease the execution
time of such simulations would be of great importance in expanding the size and
scale of systems which could be studied by this technique.
Today's parallel processing systems are based on two basicprocess synchro-2
nization and communication paradigms: the shared memory paradigm in which pro-
cessors communicate through shared variables [1] and the message passing paradigm
in which processors communicate through explicit message passing [2], [3]. Due to
the high communication cost, the effective exploitation of the computational power
of message passing multicomputers depends on the partitioning of the parallel pro-
gram into modules and allocating those modules among the processors so as to
minimize the total execution time of the parallel program. However, this mapping
problem is NP-complete in its most general form [4]. Motivated by this fact, some
researchers have resorted to sub-optimal solutions while others have shown that in
certain restricted cases, optimal solutions can be efficiently found [5], [6]. Dynamical
system simulation using Monte Carlo techniques on message passing multicomput-
ers is an example for a class of programs that can benefit significantly from the
vast computational power of these computers, but are hard to partition efficiently
because they expend effort that varies non-uniformly both over the spatial domain
of the problem and over time.
1.1Research Objectives and Methodologies
The primary objective of our research was the study and the development
of highly parallel algorithms for implementing Monte Carlo simulations of semicon-
ductor devices on distributed memory parallel computers. We produced code that
can make maximum use of the multiprocessor environment in such machines so as
to greatly reduce their execution times and hence to allow the realization of more so-
phisticated simulations. Although our programs were developed for the hypercube
architecture, we believe that they can be easily ported to any othermessage passing
computer system by appropriately modifying a few partitioning and communication
routines.
The parallel algorithms were implemented on a 64-node nCUBE1 multicom-
puter at Oregon State University. They were developed in two stages. The first
inCUBE is a trademark of the nCUBE Corporation.3
stage addressed the problem of parallelization of the standard k-space Monte Carlo
for bulk GaAs with the inclusion of electron-electron scattering. The addition of
inter-particle scattering is an important element which degrades the parallel to
sequential speedup efficiency through inter-processor communication. Thiscommu-
nication occurs due to the method of selecting the counterpart electron from the
ensemble of particles, which in this case is distributed across the entire set ofpro-
cessors. We proposed a simple method for selecting this counterpart electron from
the subensemble of particles mapped to a processor, which avoided the problem of
inter-processor communication and resulted in a significant speedup of the paral-
lel algorithm. During the second stage of the simulationwe combined the k-space
Monte Carlo code with a 3-D Poisson solver to developa full device simulation
for a MESFET (metal semiconductor field effect transistor) deviceon the nCUBE.
Here, the spatial component of the particles necessitateda geometric partitioning
of the problem, which lead to a very different implementation of the Monte Carlo
algorithm compared to the k-space simulation. Due to the high communication
overhead involved and the dynamic nature of the computation load of theproces-
sors, investigation of efficient methods for partitioning and load balancing became
an issue. In this dissertation we will present test results comparing the effectiveness
of different approaches that were studied for partitioning and dynamic balancing of
load.
As a secondary objective, we were also interested in the task mapping prob-
lem. In the previous section we mentioned that the task mapping problem is NP-
complete and that heuristic algorithms are used to obtain satisfactory sub-optimal
solutions. When using such heuristics algorithms it is worthwile havinga lower
bound on what can be achieved provided the calculation of the bound is nottoo
difficult and the bounds derived are not too far from the optimal value [7]. Asec-
ondary contribution of our research was the derivation ofa lower bound for the
communication volume when mapping arbitrary task graphs onto distributedpro-
cessor systems. We will also present test results comparing the lower bound with4
the value given by a heuristic when mapping random tasks graphs onto a system
with a hypercube interconnection topology.
There are several contributions of our research. The development of parallel
algorithms for the k-space Monte Carlo simulation has greatly enhanced the ability
to study the physics of new materials, particularly the transport properties of such
systems. The parallel algorithms for semiconductor device simulation has provided
the engineers with an enhanced simulation tool for the development of more sophis-
ticated submicron devices. The impact of our research is also in the area of software
development for parallel machines. In addition the derivation of the lower bound
for the task mapping problem has provided the software engineers with a good basis
for comparing the effectiveness of various mapping heuristics.
1.2Past Work
Several previous attempts at developing parallelized Monte Carlo algorithms
have been reported in literature. Parallelized Monte Carlo algorithms for analyzing
photon transport in an inertially confined fusion (ICF) plasma are considered in [8].
They have presented timing measurements and speedups of a shared memory algo-
rithm on a 4-node IBM 3090/400 and a distributed memory algorithm ona 64-node
hypercube parallel processor. The Monte Carlo simulation of a simple statistical
physics model on a transputer array using geometric and algorithmicconcurrency
is reported in [9]. They have shown that a geometric decomposition (in which each
processor is assigned a small sector of the physical system) is characterized by a high
speedup and ease in programming, whereas the algorithmic decomposition (in which
each processor handles a sub-task of the full algorithm in a pipelined mode) offers
greater flexibility in the size of the physical system that can be simulated and mini-
mal memory requirements for majority of processors in the array. The first attempt
at implementing a parallel Monte Carlo device simulator is reported in [10]. This
paper describes a new multiwindow, multimethod device analysis program which
combines the speed of the drift-diffusion model with the accuracy of the Monte5
Carlo particle method. In their implementation, the Monte Carlo device analysis
program is used in the regions of the semiconductor in which the drift-diffusion
model is invalid. For faster execution the Monte Carlo device analysisprogram is
implemented in parallel. They have obtained considerable speedupson two shared
memory machinesa 20 processor sequent balance and a 8 processor Alliant FX/8.
An implementation of the same algorithms on a 4-node Intel iPSC/MX hypercube
is described in [11]. This implementation parallelizes only the particle simulation
phase of the simulation while the Poisson solver executeson a single processor.
However our experience shows that in a 3D device simulation the Poisson solver
accounts for about 20 percent of the execution time of the parallel program and
considerable gain in overall execution time could be obtained by parallelizing the
Poisson solver as well as the particle simulation phase of the computation.
1.3Organization of the Thesis
This dissertation is organized as follows.In chapter 2 we describe the
parallelization of the ensemble Monte Carlo algorithms usinga three band model of
bulk GaAs that includes carrier-carrier scattering. Chapter 3 addresses the problem
of mapping algorithms. In this chapter we compare the effectiveness of two mapping
heuristics based on recursive bisection and recursive clustering, derivea lower bound
for the communication volume, present test results comparing the lower bound with
the value given by a heuristic on random tasks graphs, and discuss the issues in
partitioning and load balancing of Monte Carlo algorithms for semiconductor device
simulation. Chapter 4 describes the semiconductor device simulationon distributed
memory multicomputers. In this chapter we present the implementation details of
the algorithm, the test results obtained by applying it toa GaAs MESFET, and the
timing measurements and speedups on a 64-node nCUBE multicomputer. Finally,
chapter 5 gives the concluding remarks and suggested future work.6
Chapter 2
The Ensemble Monte Carlo Technique
2.1Introduction
The Monte Carlo method, as applied to charge transport in semiconduc-
tors, consists of the simulation of a single particle or an ensemble of particles inside
a crystal subjected to applied electric and magnetic fields [12].The motion of
particles inside the semiconductor consists of free flights interrupted by instanta-
neous scattering events. These collision processes for electrons and holes are due
to random impurities, lattice vibrations, and other perturbations which modify the
perfect periodicity of the crystal lattice. The duration of free flight, the type of scat-
tering mechanism and the final state after scattering are selected stochastically in
accordance with given probability distributions computed theoretically using time
dependent perturbation theory [13]. These probability distributions are quite com-
plex and are generated using uniform random number sequences distributed over
some finite range, which can be generated at a sufficiently fast rate using modern
computers. A survey of techniques for generating a arbitrary sequence of random
numbers using a uniform distribution can be found in [12].
For the purpose of studying the steady-state, homogeneous phenomenon, the
one-particle Monte Carlo technique is often used [14]. In this method the evolution
of a single particle is followed and the particle properties such as the velocity and
energy are time averaged. Then by ergodicity it is assumed that a sufficiently long
path of this single electron will give us the information on the behavior of the
entire electron ensemble. However, when the transport process is not stationary7
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Figure 2.1: The 3-Dimensional View of the 3-cube
and for self-consistent device simulation it is necessary to use the ensemble Monte
Carlo technique where a large number of electrons are simulated and to follow the
dynamic histories of particles in order to obtain the desired informationon the
process of interest.In this chapter we consider the problem of parallelizing the
ensemble Monte Carlo algorithm on distributed memory multicomputers.
2.2nCUBE Multicomputer System
This section briefly describes the nCUBE multicomputer systemon which
the parallel Monte Carlo algorithms were implemented. It consists ofa host pro-
cessor and an array of processing elements interconnected in a topology called a
hypercube. A nCUBE multicomputer of dimension k consists of 2kprocessors each
with direct connections to k other processors. Theseprocessors are numbered by
k-bit binary numbers, from 0 to 2k1. Two processing elements are directly con-
nected if and only if their binary representation differ by one and onlyone bit. The
host processor has a communication path to each of the nodes, and is used forpro-
gram development, loading node programs, and peripheral control. A 3-dimensional
cube is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Each node in the nCUBE system consists of a proprietary 32-bit VLSI CPU,
512 Kbytes of local memory, and 11 bidirectional Direct Memory Access (DMA)
communication channels to handle communication with other nodes and the host8
processor.The nCUBE CPU performs arithmetic computations at the rate of
about 100000 floating point operations per second; that is roughly the speed of
a VAX11/780. The communication cost between nodes, as well the host and nodes,
can be characterized by a startup delay of about 0.35 milliseconds and a data
transmission rate of about 2 izseconds per byte. Due to this high overhead, it is
necessary to achieve a careful balance between computations and communications
when mapping parallel programs onto a nCUBE multicomputer [15], [16].
The nCUBE system at Oregon State University has 64 processor nodes and
a Sun interconnect [15]. In systems with a sun interconnect, the host board plays
a markedly reduced role and is responsible for passing messages between the node
processors, the I/O devices, and the Sun front end. The host programs execute on
a Sun host under the Unix operating system, and the node programs execute on
the nCUBE system under the Vertex operating system. As the node programs can
access the C I/O library, it is easier to use a generic host program (for downloading
node programs and sending input run parameters) and only write a single node
program for each application. Sequential operations such as the dialogue with the
user can be assigned to node 0.
2.3The Model
The general structure of the scalar Monte Carlo algorithm is shown in Fig-
ure 2.2 [14]. There are two main loops in this algorithm, an inner loop over all the
particles in the ensemble and an outer loop which increments a time step in the
simulation. During the time interval set by the outer loop, the dynamics of each
particle in the system is simulated.
The simulation of an electron begins by generating its free flight time in ac-
cordance with a probability distribution determined by the scattering probabilities.
The probability that a particle makes its next collision in a small time interval dt
after time t is given by
P(t)dt = r exp (Ft)dt (2.1)9
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Figure 2.2: General Structure of Monte Carlo Program10
where F is the total scattering rate which is the sum of the individual processes:
r = r,(v(t)) + r2(v(t)) +... +F8(v(t)) (2.2)
with v(t) the carrier velocity. The last term r, is the so called 'self-scattering' [171
which does not change the particle velocity or energy, but varies with time in such
a way that the total scattering rate, r remains constant which allows the simple
form of equation 2.1 to be written. Flight times which satisfy the distribution given
by equation 2.1 are given by:
tr = (1/r) In (1r) = (1/r)lnr (2.3)
where r is a uniformly distributed random variable between 0 and 1 whichmay
be generated on the computer. The electron wave vector k changes continuously
during a free flight according to the relation
hi= eE (2.4)
where k is the carrier wave vector, e its charge, E itsenergy and h the Planck con-
stant divided by 27r. In this part of the simulation all quantities of interest suchas
the velocity, energy, etc., are recorded. Then the scattering mechanism responsible
for terminating the free flight is chosen according to the relative probabilities of all
possible mechanisms. From the scattering cross section of the chosen mechanisma
new k state is chosen at random as the initial state of the next free flight, and the
entire process is repeated until the end of the time step.
By simulating the ensemble of particles, one may calculate the instantaneous
distribution function of the particles as well as the macroscopicaverage quantities
such as drift velocity and average energy. Since the statisticalerror decreases as the
square root of the number of particles in such averages, a large number of carriers
are needed (typically 10000 to 50000) requiring substantial computer resources. Al-
though vectorization may greatly reduce the execution time of the inner loop, due
to the synchronous treatment of the ensemble and the random nature of the flight
times and the scattering events the present algorithm is not easily transformed in to11
a form suitable for vector operations. However, it is clear that a high degree of par-
allelism is present in this algorithm because the computations are being performed
on every particle in the ensemble within the inner loop. This natural parallelism of
Monte Carlo algorithm seem tailor made for parallel processors, including massively
parallel architectures such as the hypercube parallel processors.
2.4Parallel Algorithm
A parallel algorithm for a three band model for bulk GaAs was implemented
on a 64-node nCUBE multicomputer at Oregon State University [18]. Figure 2.3
shows the structure of the node program for the parallel algorithm. This Monte
Carlo model includes polar-optical, intervalley, and acoustic phonons. The node
programs are event driven, where each processor executes the same program in iso-
lation on a different part of the total data. Here, the inner loopover the ensemble
of N electrons is broken into K partitions, each of which executeson separate pro-
cessors. During a time step each processor simulates the flights and collisions of its
subensemble of particles and computes the partial sums of the macroscopicquan-
tities of interest such as the drift velocity and the particle energy. Theprocessors
then compute the global sum of these parameters from which node 0 estimates their
average values and displays on the screen.
2.4.1Computing the Global Sum
The global sums of the parameters were computed in log2 K communication
steps using a binary tree routing scheme [19].Figure 2.4 illustrates this process
for a 3-dimensional hypercube. The binary address of a processor ofa hypercube
system with K processors can be represented by a k = log2 K bit binary number.
During the ith communication phase, where 1 < i < k, each active processor with
binary address ak_Iailai_2aiao sends its partial sum to the processor with
binary address ak_iai0ai-2aiao. A node, after sending out its partial sum,
stops processing and becomes inactive. The node which receives the item updates12
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its sum by adding the value received to its current value. The final sum appears
at node 0 after k communication steps. If to is the time to add two items and to
is the time to send an item to a neighboring processor, the time to compute the
global sum of an array of N elements distributed across K processors is given by
tc(N I K + log2 K) + to log2 K, whereas a serial processor would take tcN time units.
2.4.2Random Number Generation
In Monte Carlo simulation of the transport problem, the duration of the
free flight time and the scattering events are selected stochastically in accordance
with some given probability distribution. As a consequence, the accuracy of the
simulation relies on the generation of a statistically independent sequence of random
numbers. The random number sequences for each node process were generated using
a variation of the "Lehmer tree" concept.This concept divides the generation
process into two phases. The first phase (known as the left method) assigns to each
node process a unique random number generating seed using a linear congruential
random number generator. During the second phase (known as the right method)
each processor uses this starting seed to generate a sequence of uniformly distributed
random numbers between 0 and 1 using another random number generator. This
second random number generator is based on a subtractive method suggested by
Knuth and reported in [20]. As this random number generator is repeatedly called
a large number of times by the node processes, it was implemented as an in-line
function for faster execution. Although it has been shown that longsequences of
random numbers generated using the Lehmer tree concept suffer from intersequence
correlations, our test results for the parallel Monte Carlo simulations did not indicate
any problems associated with the random number generation. Other researchers
have used this same concept for similar studies with equalsuccess [8].15
2.4.3Electron-Electron Scattering
The electron-electron scattering is difficult to treat, because in this case the
total scattering rate depends on the electron distribution function. In addition, in
a distributed environment it poses an additional problem because the method of
selecting the counterpart electron at random from the ensemble of particles may
severely degrade the parallel to sequential speedup due to the asynchronous nature
of the interparticle interactions and the need for global communication between
arbitrary pairs of processors [21].
The scattering rate for carrier-carrier scattering, rc,(ko) is expressed as
2/Le2 9 rcc(ko) = (2.5) h3K2N
allcarriers I-.
R
Lgg 2 + 96
where the relative wave vector g = kk0, the reduced mass it = 0.5 and 0 is
the inverse screening length. Electron-electron scattering was introduced into the
parallel algorithm the same way as for the serial case via a rejection algorithmas
described in [22], [23]. This is achieved by introducing a self-scattering internal to
the interparticle scattering by substituting the term g /(g2 + /32) in equation 2.5
with its maximum value 1/2,3. This enhanced electron-electron scattering rate is
considered among the other mechanisms to determine the condition responsible for
terminating the free flight of a particle in the semiconductor. When an intercarrier
collision is selected during the simulation, the internal rejection is performed by
comparing a random number r between 0 and 1 with 2,3g I (g2 + 02).
In the serial case, when an electron-electron scattering is selected, the k-
vector of the counterpart electron is selected at random from the ensemble. How-
ever, in a distributed environment the ensemble of N particles are divided into K
subensembles and N/K particles are assigned per processor. Whenever aprocessor
needs to access an element belonging to another processor, the twoprocessors have
to communicate with each other by message passing. As this cost of communication
is quite expensive it would be rather inefficient to select the counterpart carrier at
random from an arbitrary processor. In our parallel implementation, wheneveran
electron undergoes electron-electron scattering the counterpart electron is selected16
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Figure 2.5: Velocity-Field Curve for Bulk GaAs
at random from the subensemble of particles mapped to the same processor.In
order to study whether this method of selecting the counterpart electron from a
smaller set of particles will have any effect on the final output we compared the
steady state distribution function obtained using this approach with the ones ob-
tained by simulating a continuously changing environment, as well as with the one
obtained for the serial case. The changing environment is simulated by making each
processor exchange a percentage of its particles, that are randomly selected, with
other processors at the end of each time step. The parallel algorithm for exchanging
these particles was implemented efficiently by employing a global routing scheme
that uses log2 K communication steps where K is the number of processors of the
allocated hypercube.
2.5Test Results
The accuracy of the parallel algorithm for the ensemble Monte Carlo simu-
lation was checked by generating the curve for the variation of the drift velocity of
electrons in GaAs at 300K as a function of field strength as shown in Figure 2.5.5
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Figure 2.6: Steady State Distribution Functions
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The effect of e-e scattering was studied by comparing the steady state elec-
tron distribution functions obtained with and without e-e scattering. Figure 2.6
shows these distribution functions obtained by simulating 32000 particles in a uni-
form electric field of 0.5 kV/cm at 20K using the parallel algorithm on the 64 node
nCUBE multicomputer. Note that the curve with e-e scattering corresponds to the
case where the counterpart electron is selected from the subensemble of particles
with no particles exchanged between processors.For the purpose of comparison
we also generated the same curve for the cases where each processor exchanges 5,
10 and 20 percent of its particles with other processors at the end of each time
step. However, these curves did not show any appreciable deviation from the one
shown, subjected to the statistical uncertainty of the results. The curves for the
steady-state distribution function shows that without e-e scattering, the distribu-
tion function is well represented by a two-temperature model in which electrons
above the threshold are depleted to lower energies via phonon emission as evident
by the kink in the steady state distribution function. This kink is removed with e-e18
scattering present due to the inelastic scattering above the phonon threshold. This
agrees with the previously observed results in bulk Monte Carlo simulation of e-e
interaction as reported in [24].
The speedup of a parallel algorithm with Kprocessors is defined as the ratio
Ti/TK, where T1 is the execution time on a single processor and TK is the execution
time on K processors. A speedup curve shows the variation of speedupas a function
of the number of processors. Two measures of speedup, called the fixed-sized and
scaled speedups have received the attention of the parallel processing community
[25], [16]. The fixed-sized speedup curve is obtained by assuminga constant problem
size. However, in practice the problem size increases with the number ofprocessors,
and the scaled speedup curve is obtained by assuming that the problem sizeper
processor remains constant. For this latter case T1 has to be estimated by indirect
means because direct measurement of T1 may not be possible due to the prohibitively
large computation times and memory requirements of the scaled problemon a single
processor.
Timing measurements were made to study the variation of the fixed-sized
and scaled speedups as both the problem size and number ofprocessors are varied.
These fixed-sized and scaled speedup curves are shown in Figure 2.7. For the scaled
problem, T1 is estimated as follows. Note that the expression for T1as a function
of the number of simulated particles, N has the formspN where s represents
the execution time due to the serial component of theprogram and p represents
the execution time per particle. The constants s andp are determined by fitting a
straight line through a set of data points giving the execution time of the Monte
Carlo simulation for several smaller values of Non a single processor of the parallel
processor system. The execution time of the scaled problem is extrapolated from
that equation by substituting the appropriate value for N. Figure 2.7 shows that
the job with 1600 particles running on all 64processors yields fixed-sized speedups
of 47 and 34 with and without e-e scattering respectively. The decrease in speedup
with the number of processors is due to the decrease in the fraction of workthat can80
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Figure 2.7: Speedups of the Parallel Algorithm on the nCUBE
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be performed in parallel as predicted by the Amdahl's law [25]. However, the scaled
problem corresponding to 1600 particles per processor gives scaled speedups of 60.7
and 59.5 with and without e-e scattering respectively. The increase in speedups
when e-e scattering is included is due to the large number of rejections thatoccur
with the self scattering algorithm for handling e-e scattering.
2.6Summary
In this chapter we considered the parallelization of the k-space Monte Carlo
algorithm in semiconductor device physics on distributedmemory multicomputers.
We introduced a simple method for incorporating electron-electron scattering into
the parallel algorithm, in which the counterpart electron is selected at random
from the subensemble of particles belonging to a processor instead of selecting from
the whole ensemble as in the serial case. By measuring the steady state electron
distribution function we demonstrated that this method of selecting the counterpart
electron gives results that agrees with the previously observed results for the serial20
case. We also demonstrated that the parallel algorithms implemented on a 64 node
nCUBE multicomputer gave good speedups both with and without electron-electron
scattering.21
Chapter 3
Mapping Algorithms
The effective exploitation of the computationalpower of a distributed mem-
ory multicomputer requires efficient allocation of the components of a parallelpro-
gram (called tasks) among the processors so as to minimize the total execution
time of the program. A task mapping algorithm seeks to assign tasksto proces-
sors to achieve the above goal. This mapping problem is NP-complete in all but
very restricted cases with very unrealistic assumptions that do not hold in practice
[4]. Hence the various approaches have focussedon the development of heuristic
algorithms to find satisfactory suboptimal solutions.
The heuristics algorithms for the task mapping problemuse a graphical rep-
resentation of the parallel program called a task graph. Figure 3.1 isan example
of a parallel program represented bya task graph. A task graph is an undirected
graph whose nodes represent the tasks and the edges characterize the datacommu-
nication requirement between tasks. Each node is assigneda weight representing
the execution time of the task. Edgesare also assigned weights representing the
amount of communication between nodes in the form ofa message sent from one
node to the other. For example, in Figure 3.1 the computation cost of tasksp and q
are 4 and 2 respectively, while the data communication requirement between them
is 2. We assume that the data about the computation and communicationcosts are
somehow available. These may be specified explicitly by theprogrammer, deduced
automatically by the compiler or refined by dynamic monitoring of theprevious ex-
ecutions of the parallel program [26]. This model fora parallel program ignores the22
Figure 3.1: Example of a program represented by a task graph
precedence constraints among the tasks. The task mapping objective is the mini-
mization of the execution time of the parallel program and is achieved by balancing
the computation load among processors while minimizing the communication cost
as much as possible.
As mentioned before, the task mapping problem is NP complete and heuristic
algorithms are used to find satisfactory suboptimal solutions. When using such
heuristic methods it is worthwile to have a lower boundon what can be achieved,
independent of the algorithm, provided the calculation of the bound is not too
difficult and the bounds derived are not too far from the optimal value.In this
chapter we show that a lower bound for the communication volumecan be found
under certain conditions for the above task mapping problem. Our method is based
on the graph theoretic approaches for deriving lower bounds for the number of edges
cut when partitioning the nodes of a graph into a given number of disjoint subsets
as described in [7]. Our contribution is to extend their method to the task mapping
problem by considering the communication volume between tasksas well as the
number of hops between the processors of the target machine.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2we formalize the mapping
problem and derive the cost function that we attempt to minimize. In section 3we23
discuss two mapping techniquesthe recursive bisection approach and the recursive
clustering approach. Section 4 gives an example using several different mappings
on a real physical problem to demonstrate the effect of communication volume on
the execution time of a parallel program. This section also presents test results
comparing the effectiveness of the two mapping schemes. In section 5we derive a
lower bound for the communication volume when mapping arbitrary task graphs
onto distributed processor systems and present test results on a number of sample
tasks graphs comparing the lower bound for the total communication volume in
each case with the actual value obtained using a mapping heuristic. Finally, section
6 describes the application of the mapping techniques to the Monte Carlo device
simulation and dynamic load balancing strategies.
3.1The Mapping Problem
In this section we formally define the mapping problem and develop thecost
function that we attempt to minimize. The parallelprogram consists of N separate
cooperating and communicating modules called tasks. Its behavior is represented by
a task graph G(V, E)an undirected graph whose vertices, V = {0, 1,... ,N 1},
represent the tasks, and edges E characterize the data communication requirement
between tasks. Each node i is assigned a weightwi that represents the computa-
tional load of task i. Similarly each edge (i, j) is assigneda weight aii that represents
the communication load between tasks i and j.
The parallel computer is assumed to be madeup of an arbitrary number K of
homogeneous processing elements that runa single application program at a time,
with the processing elements interconnected inan arbitrary manner. The processors
are assumed to either execute a computation or perform a communication at any
given time, but not simultaneously do both. The cost of communication between
a processor and its neighbor consists of a startup cost r and a transmission cost
la proportional to the size 1 of the message transmitted. Amessage sent from a
task running on a processing element i to another task runningon a processing24
element j takes the shortest path between the two processors through one or more
hops denoted by dij. Communication cost between two tasks located on the same
processing element is assumed to be zero.
As mentioned before the cost function to be minimized is the total commu-
nication volume subject to the constraint that the load is balanced to a specified
tolerance. Following [27] we formally define it as follows.
The task-to-processor mapping is a function M : V + P, where M(i) gives
the processor onto which task i is mapped. The Task Set (TSq) of a processor q is
defined as the set of tasks mapped onto it:
T Sq = {AM(j) = q},q = 0, .. . , K 1
The Work Load (WLq) of processor q is the total computational weight of
all tasks mapped on to it:
WLq = Ewj,q = 0,. ,K 1
jETSq
and the idealized average load is given by WL., = (1 /K) Er:61 W Li.
The Communication Set (CS q) of processor q is the set of edges of the task
graph that go between it and some other processor under the mapping M:
CSq = {(i,j)1M(i). q A M(j)q},q = 0, .,K 1
The Communication Load (CLq) of processor q is the total weighted cost of
the edges in its Communication Set, where each edge is weighted by the physical
path length to be traversed under the mapping M:
CLq = E ai; * dm(i)mco,q = 0, ,K 1
(i,j)ECSq
The object of the mapping is to minimize the total communication volume,
CVOL subject to load balancing:
min CVOL = rnin(E CLq),where
IWL,WLavel
< tol,q =1,...,K
WLave
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The merits of using such a cost function over the other cost models such as
the minimax cost model and the summed total cost model can be found in [27].
3.2Mapping by Recursive Bisection
Many scientific computations use some form of a spatial discretization to rep-
resent its data. A specific example is the Monte Carlo device simulation that takes
finite differences on a grid to compute the electric field induced by particle charge
distribution. The recursive bisection method [28], [29] is an effective approach for
mapping such parallel programs onto distributed memory parallel processors. In
this class of parallel programs the nodes of the task graph correspond to the grid
points of a 1x m x n 3-D mesh, and each task may communicate with a set of
tasks within a small radius. In addition, the task graph is assumed to exhibit a
regular communication pattern. The recursive bisection method works by dividing
the domain into two parts that represent roughly equal amounts of work, and then
recursively dividing each subdomain until the desired number of partitions equal to
the number of processors have been obtained. A given domain can be divided into
two subdomains of equal load in three different ways, by making cuts parallel to
the xy, yz or xz plans. The best choice will depend on the communication pattern
of the parallel program as characterized by its task graph.
For example, suppose that the work estimates on a given domainas well as
the communication requirements between grid points have been obtained. Then,
we can make a cut through the domain parallel to xy, yz or xz planes so that the
two segments P and Q each contain half the load (or as near as possible given the
requirement that the cut is planar). The direction of the cut chosen is theone
which minimizes the total communication volume between the two partitions. The
P and Q are each partitioned in the same manner for a total of four load balanced26
partitions. Again, the direction of cut is chosen as the one which minimizes the total
communication volume between the four partitions by trying out all three choices.
The procedure continues recursively until the number of partitions is equal to the
total number of processors.
The partitions generated are then mapped onto the processorarray. For a
fully connected network the partitions can be assigned to arbitraryprocessors of
the multiprocessor system, and for a hypercube the partitionsare mapped using the
well known Gray code mapping method [30]. We illustrate this graycode mapping
scheme by an example. Consider a 32 x 16 x 8 mesh ofa 3-D problem. Assume
that we have partitioned the mesh into 64 subregions in the form ofa 8 x 4 x 2
mesh using the recursive bisection algorithm described in the previous section. In
order to map the subgrids onto a 64-node hypercube, it is configuredas a 8 x 4 x 2
processor mesh. A binary number A of any node of the 6-cube (64 node hypercube)
can be regarded as consisting of 3 parts in the form
A = aia2a3bib2c1
where at, bj and ck are binary bits. Then choosinga 3-bit gray code for the x
direction, a 2-bit gray code for the y-direction anda 1-bit gray code for the z-
direction the processor at location (x1,yi, zk) of the 3-dimensional processor grid
is assigned the binary number A= a1a2a3b1b2c1 where a1a2a3 is the 3-bit Gray-
code for xi, b1 b2 is the 2-bit Gray-code ofy; and c1 is the 1-bit gray code of zk.
Each processor is assigned a subgrid of the device of dimensions 4x 4 x 4 or more
specifically the processor at location (x, y, z) of theprocessor mesh is assigned the
subgrid [(8x, 8x + 7), (4y, 4y + 3), (4z, 4z + 3)] of the device mesh. The partitions
generated by the recursive bisection algorithmcan also be efficiently mapped onto
other types of architectures such as rectangular meshes and binarytrees [28].
The recursive bisection method has several advantagesover other, more so-
phisticated methods [31] for partitioning parallelprograms onto distributed memory
multicomputers. In principle, the partitioning itself is accomplished easily bysum-
ming the work load at grid points parallel to thexy, yz or xz planes and then by27
making the cut approximately in the middle. Also, by restricting the subunits to be
3-D blocks, this method avoids the messy problem with data structures. Therefore,
each subgrid can be specified using only the corners of the 3-D region which makes
it feasible for each processor to keep a map of the entire domain in its localmemory
if necessary.
3.3Mapping by Recursive Clustering
The recursive clustering mapping algorithm was proposed in [27]as an
effective approach to mapping arbitrary task graphs onto distributedprocessor sys-
tems with a hypercube interconnection topology. Their algorithm is basedon the
Fiduccia-Mattheyses variant of the Kernighan-Lin mincut heuristic for partitioning
the nodes of a graph with costs on its edges into subsets of given sizesso as to
minimize the sum of the costs on all edges cut.
The recursive clustering algorithm for task mapping worksas follows. First
consider the two processor case. The vertices of the task graphare initially parti-
tioned into two load balanced sets, P and Q in somemanner and all vertices are
unmarked. Then the gains of transferring the nodes from the currently assigned
cluster to the other cluster are computed, and then an unmarked vertex belonging
to the cluster with the currently greater load is selected that would produce the
largest gain if moved to the other cluster. This vertex is marked and the gain of all
the unmarked vertices are updated. The process of marking the vertices andup-
dating the gains of all unmarked vertices is repeated until all verticesare marked.
The result is a sequence x E P x Q of vertices and their associated gainsgi, for
i = 1,...,N where N is the number of tasks. Note that the gainsgi can be posi-
tive or negative and that E,i-sLi gi = 0. Finally, the set of nodes to be moved from
the currently assigned partition to the other partition is determined by findingthe
smallest k that maximizes GAIN =El'gi. If GAIN > 0 the vertices are moved
and the entire process is repeated until GAIN < 0so that no further improvement
is possible.28
One important feature of this algorithm is that it does not terminateupon
encountering a negative gain. Hence, during a given iteration, the algorithmmay
move a vertex with negative gain provided it can locate other vertices later in
the sequence that would result in an overall decrease in the total communication
volume. Therefore, negative gains are accepted provided they result ina better
overall partitioning of the task graph, which makes this method superior to other
local search heuristics.
To explain how a vertex to be moved is selected, we needsome notation.
Call en edge connecting two nodes, one in P and the other in Qan external edge.
Similarly call an edge connecting two nodes belonging to thesame set an internal
edge. Let the external cost Ep of a vertex p E P be the total cost of its incident
external edges,
Ep = E al.
.EQ
Similarly, let the internal cost Ip be the total cost of all incident internal edges,
(3.6)
4 = E apx (3.7)
xEP
Then the gain of moving p from P to Q is given by
gp = EpIp
Therefore gp can be written as
(3.8)
gp = E apx E apz (3.9)
xEQ xEP
Moving p from P to Q may alter the gain of other vertices connected top. These
gain values can be updated as follows. Let x be any vertex connected top. Then if
gx denotes the gain of node x after markingp as moved,
,gx = gx + 2apx if x E P
gix = gz2apx if x E Q (3.10)
The recursive clustering algorithm can be easily extended to handle the K
processor case by recursively partitioning the clusters generated for the two proces-
sor case [27]. The essential idea behind the algorithm is to make partial processor29
assignments to the nodes of the task graph during each recursion. During the first
recursion the task graph is partitioned in to two clusters P and Q. The tasks
belonging to cluster P will have the most significant bit of their partial processor
assignment set to zero while the tasks belonging to cluster Q will have the corre-
sponding most significant bit set to one. During the next recursion the second most
significant bits of the partial processor assignments are determined. For example
cluster P will be partitioned into two sets P' and P" with one set of tasks having
the second most significant bits of their processor assignment set to zero and the
other set having them set to one. The process is repeated until all K bits are de-
termined. Equations3.6,3.7 and 3.8 have to be modified for the K processor
case to take into account the fact that more than two clusters of tasks are present.
Therefore, when considering node transfers, the costs due to edges going across to
vertices belonging to these other clusters are weighted appropriately by considering
the hamming distance of the partial mapping, and the gain of transferring a node
p from a cluster C1 to a cluster C2 is given by
gp = E apx E apx (3.11)
xES2 xEsi
where S1 is the set of clusters whose km bit map is identical to that of C1 (including
C1), and S2 is the set of clusters whose kth bit map is opposite to C1. The time
complexity of this algorithm is 0(1 VI log2 K), where V is the total nodes and K is
the number of processors [27].
The above algorithm is suited for a distributed system with a hypercube
interconnection topology. A simple variant of this same algorithm proposed in [32]
is better suited for mapping a task graph to other distributed architectures such
as fully connected, ring and rectangular meshes. This algorithm proceeds in two
phases. During the first phase, called the cluster formation phase, the task graph
is partitioned into as many clusters as the number ofprocessors.Starting with
the entire task graph as a single cluster, this is done recursively, by sucessively
dividing the clusters into two partitions of equal weight with minimal total weight
of inter-partition edges. During the second phase, called theprocessor allocation30
phase the clusters generated during the first phaseare assigned to processors, one
cluster per processor, so as to minimize the total communication volume. This
phase takes into account the topology of the target machine. Both these phasesof
the algorithm are implemented through theuse of an iterative algorithm based on
the Fiduccia-Mattheyses variant of the Kernighan-Lin mincut heuristic.
3.4An Example
3.4.1Computing the Communication Volume
Figure 3.2 shows a task graph consisting of 6 tasks mapped ontoa 4 processor
system. The communication volume (number of bytes) between each pair of tasks
is represented by a number marked beside the edge joining the two tasks. Thecost
function that we attempt to minimize is the total communication volume (CVOL)
between tasks which in this case is equal to
CVOL = (112)EEaiihii
= 5+4 x 2+1
= 14
Note that in the above equation aij represents the communication volumebetween
tasks i and j, kJ denotes the number of hops between the pairs ofprocessors onto
which tasks i and j are mapped, and thesum is taken between all pairs of tasks.
3.4.2Effect of Communication Volumeon Execution Time
In this section we give an example to show the effect of thecommunication
volume on the execution time ofa parallel program. Consider the solution of the
3-D Poisson's equation
a20a2ct,a20
axeayeaz2P (3.12)
on a 64-node nCUBE multicomputer. When solving this equation on a 3-D grid all
three differential operators are replaced by the corresponding differenceoperators.31
e
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Figure 3.2: Computing the Total Communication Volume of a Mapping
Our implementation is based on an iterative method [33], [20] that uses an odd/even
ordering with Chebyshev acceleration. The Chebyshev acceleration method first
computes an intermediate value (gs,z by substituting the current values into the
difference equation. In order to improve the rate of convergence, the actual value
at the end of the (n + 1)th iteration, Ozn4:yz is a weighted sum of 0*x,y,z and of (/)..11yz
by a factor w called the relaxation parameter. Therefore, the value of Oz,y,z at the
end of the (n + 1)th iteration is given by
OrxTz--= WO*+ (1LOCbn x,y,z z,y,z (3.13)
where w is in the range 1 < w < 2.
For ease of illustration Figure 3.3 shows the task graph and its mappingon
to a 8-node hypercube using recursive bisection for the solution of the 2-D Poisson's
equation. The communication pattern is fully regular, and in the generalcase of a d
dimensional hypercube each node (interior) communicates with four other nodes in
the north, south, east and west directions. The extension to the 3-Dcase should be32
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Figure 3.3: Task graph and its mapping onto a hypercube for the Solution of Pois-
son's equation
obvious. In this case each node (interior) of the task graph will communicate with
six other immediate neighbors. The execution of the parallelprogram involves a
number of iterations, where each iteration involvessome computation to update the
values of Ox,y,,s, followed by communication with the set of neighboringprocessors
to send/receive the boundary values.
The following table compares the execution time of this parallelprogram
for two different partitioning methodson a 64-node nCUBE. In both cases the
grid is partitioned into K subgrids (where K is the number ofprocessors used)
using recursive bisection and are assigned toprocessors using a gray code mapping.
However, in one case the cut at each level of recursion is madeso as to minimize
the total communication volume whereas in the othercase the direction of cut is
arbitrary. In computing the communication volumewe have assumed a unit cost
for the edge weights of the task graph. The total communication volumeis equal
to the total number of edges that connect vertices in different sets. Because of the
regularity of the task graph, the cut that minimizes the communicationvolume at
each recursion is the one that partitions the subgrid into two halves suchthat the
number of grid points on the boundary surface isa minimum. The data clearly
shows the effect of communication volumeon the execution time of the parallel
program.33
Problem
grid
Hypercube
dimension
processor
grid
communication
volume
time
(seconds)
256 x 16 x 2 6 32 x 2 x 1 1504 8.02
2 x 16 x 2 11808 16.48
128 x 16 x 4 6 32 x 2 x 1 2496 8.40
2 x 16 x 2 9792 13.23
32 x 4 x 4 2 4 x 1 x 1 48 7.47
1 x 1 x 4 384 11.47
Table 3.1: Timing Measurements for Poisson Solver
3.4.3Comparison of Effectiveness of Mapping Algorithms
In this section we compare the effectiveness of the Recursive Bisection (rba)
and Recursive Clustering (rca) algorithms usinga number of sample task graphs.
The total communication volume of the mapping is takenas the basis for compari-
son. We have considered two types of task graphs. One is the mesh graph used for
the Poisson solver and the other is a random mesh graph in which each mesh point
can communicate with a set of neighbors within a fixed radius r. For this random
mesh graph, the set of communicating neighbors fora grid point are selected at
random with a given probability (prob). Also, the edge weights (edge_weight)are
assigned at random within specified limits usinga uniform random number gen-
erator. The data is listed in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.The data indicates that
the Recursive Bisection algorithm performs superior to the Recursive Clustering
algorithm on mesh graphs with nearest neighbor communications.
3.5Lower Bounds for the Communication Volume
In the previous section we demonstrated the effect of communication volume
on the execution time of a parallel program running on a distributed processor34
Problem
Grid
Hypercube
Dimensionrba rca
16 x 8 x 1 1 8.0 8.0
2 24.0 28.0
4 72.0104.0
6 168.0257.0
64 x 8 x 4 1 32.0114.0
2 96.0230.0
4 480.0758.0
6 1248.02006.0
128 x 16 x 4 1 64.0 136.0
2 192.0384.0
4 960.01881.0
6 2496.05183.0
Table 3.2: Comparison of Communication Volumes for Poisson Solver35
Problem
Grid rprobedge_weight
Hypercube
Dimension rba rca
8 x 8 x 8 10.4 1.0-10.0 1 1594.5 1638.3
2 3175.7 4010.8
4 7820.1 10172.1
6 11016.819715.6
16 x 8 x 420.4 1.0-10.0 1 4832.6 4790.6
2 14414.014276.2
4 43427.8746131.21
6 88490.7995751.3
32 x 8 x 420.3 1.0-20.0 1 5470.8 5447.8
2 16483.616408.2
4 63343.375801.2
6 157585.8183504.9
Table 3.3: Comparison of Communication Volumes for Random Grid Graphs36
system. We also mentioned that the task mapping problem is NP complete and
discussed two heuristic approaches for obtaining satisfactory suboptimal solutions.
In this section we derive a lower bound for the total communication volume when
mapping arbitrary task graphs onto distributed processor systems.
3.5.1Derivation of Lower Bound
First assume that we are given a task graph G(V, E) containing N tasks
V = 0, 1,...,N1, with edges connecting certain pairs of tasks and that weare
interested in mapping the tasks to a K processor system such thatmo >>
mK_I, tasks are assigned to processors Po, Pa, ,PK _1 so as to minimize the total
communication volume. We also assume that the sets of tasks assigned toany pair
of processors are disjoint so that no duplication of the tasksare allowed.
Let A denote the N x N matrix (ajj), whererepresents the relative amount
of communication between tasks i and j. Thus A is the adjacency matrix of Ga
square symmetric matrix with 0 diagonal. Let U be any diagonal matrix such that
Ei uii =Ei >, aid. Also, assume that H denotes the N x N matrixwhere hi;
is the number of hops between the processors to which tasks i and jare mapped
and that H' = (11.i) is also a N x N matrix defined by h:i= dhii with d being
the dimension of the distributed system (the maximum number of hops between
any two processors).
It is easy to see that the eigenvalues of matrix H (or H')are independent of
the particular assignment of tasks to processors and that the rank of these matrices
is at most K. Therefore the matrices H (or H') will have at most Knonzero
eigenvalues. Let the eigenvalues of any real symmetric matrix M be denoted by
)1(M) > \2(M) > ...; let CVOL denote the total communication volume between
processors.
Theorem 3.1 Given the notation above,
N-1
CVOL > (1/2) E Ai(H'))ti(AU)37
(Note that although the lower bound for CVOL depends on N termswe need to
calculate only K of the eigenvalues (say x largest and Kx smallest) of matrix
A+ U).
Proof The Hoffman and Wielandt inequality [35] when applied to real symmetric
matrices R and S of order n, gives
Trace RST < E Ai(R)Ai(S), (3.14)
in which the trace of a matrix denotes the sum of all the elements of the diagonal.
Also note that, if ST is the transpose of S, then Trace RST= Eii RiiSii. Then
Trace (A + U)H6. = E(aij
E(ajiuij)(d
E aiihii E -uiihi;
E
(-2)CVOL
The term Eii becomes zero due to the fact that whenever i= j, hi; is zero
because i and j correspond to the same task ids and whenever ij, ui; is zero
because U is a diagonal matrix. The theorem follows from equation 3.14.
The diagonal elements of the matrix U can be assigned inany arbitrary way
subject to the constraint that its trace is held constant and equal toEij aii. The
eigenvalues of matrix A + U corresponding to each such assignment could be used
to compute a lower bound for CVOL using the right hand side of the inequality in
Theorem 3.1. In a following section we give test results for arbitrary task graphs
using uji =Ei aii, for i=1,... ,N. However, as shown by the following theorem
the lower bound is a concave function of U and the maximum of thisconcave
function gives the best lower bound that can be achieved by this method.
Theorem 3.2 The lower bound for the total communication volume, CVOL isa
concave function of U.38
Proof To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that > A1(A + U)Ai(H') is a
convex function of U. Our proof is based on a similar proof reported in [7]. However,
ours is based on the assumption that only the largest of the eigenvalues of matrix
H' is positive.
If R and S are real symmetric matrices of order n, and if I < n, then [36]
It follows that
Hence
1 1 1
E Ai(R + 8) < >A i(R) E Ai(S) (3.15)
E Ai(R + S) >Ai(R) E A1(S) (3.16)
N-1
1 N-1
E Ai [A
2(Ui + U2)] = E Ai [-2 (A )
/
2(A+ + U2)]
N.,
> E 2Ai(A + U1)
N-11
+ > 2Ai(A + U2).
Therefore VT-1 a; (AU) is a concave function of U. Similarly, using equation 3.16
it can be shown that Elo Ai(AU) is a convex function of U.
Next for simplicity let a; (H') = pi, for i = 0,,N -1. Then
N-1 N-1
E Ai(1-11)Ai(AU) = E U)
0 0
= (µN-1ttN-2)AN_1(A + U)
OIN-2PAT-3) [AN-1.(AU) + \N -2(A + U)]
Po[AN-1(AU)
Ao(AU)].
Since pi > P1+1, for i = 0, ,N - 1, and po > 0, it follows that the right hand
side of the above equation is a convex function of U and the theorem is proved.39
3.5.2EigenValues of Matrix H'
In this section we examine the eigenvalues of the matrix H'. Remember
that mi, i = 0, 1, ,K1 denotes the number of tasks assigned to processor
i = 0, 1, ,K1. The columns(rows) of H' corresponding to tasks belonging to
the same processor Pi are identical. Thus each partition has exactly K distinct
columns(rows). Therefore the rank of H' is at most K and the matrix H' will have
at most K non-zero eigenvalues. The eigenvectors x corresponding to thesenon-zero
eigenvalues of H' have xk= xi if k,1 E Pi. Accordingly, the nonzero eigenvalues of
H' are the nonzero eigenvalues of the K x K matrix T' where
mid ifr=s
trs=m,(dd) if rs
r,s = 1, ,K (3.17)
3.5.3Lower Bounds for the Fully Connected Network
In this section we derive a lower bound for the communication volumewhen
the distributed processor has the topology ofa fully connected network.
Theorem 3.3 A lower bound for the total communication volume whenmo >>
mK_I tasks are assigned to processors Po, ,PKof a fully connected network
is given by
K 1
CVOL = (1/2) E miAi(AU)
0
Proof In this case the matrix T' becomesa diagonal matrix with
t:i = mi, i=1,... ,K
Therefore, the eigenvalues of matrix T'are mo,
follows from Theorem 3.1. I
(3.18)
ml,, mK_iand the lower bound40
3.5.4Lower Bounds for the Hypercube
Next we examine the eigenvalues of the matrix T' when mo = ml ==
mK_I = N/K with N being a multiple of K. This corresponds to the case where
all the tasks have the same computation weight so that exactly N/K tasks can be
assigned per processor so as to balance the load between the processors. We also
assume that the distributed processor has the topology of a hypercube.
For this case the matrix T' can be written in the form T' = (N K )D' where
D' denotes the K x K matrix (d'ii) with d'ii = ddi;. Note that di; is the number
of hops between processors i and j. The matrix D = di; is called the adjacency
matrix of the processor graph and D' the complementary adjacency matrix of the
processor graph. Also for a hypercube the number of processors, K is related to its
dimension d by the equation K = 2".
We will also be using the following notations in this subsection.Let Dx
denote the complementary adjacency matrix of the processor graph of a hypercube
of dimension x. Note that Dx is a 2' x 2' matrix. Also assume that Jx denotes the
x 2' matrix of all ones.
Lemma 3.1 The rank of the matrix D' is at most (d +1).
Proof The matrix D' can be written as
Dd-1Jd-1 Dd-i
= Dd =
Ddi Dd-141-1
Denote the ith column of D' by li, where i is an integer from 0 to K 1 and let Si,
i = 0, 1,... ,d denote the set of columns of D' whose indices range from 0 to 2i1.
We try to prove by induction that any column in D' can be expressed as
a linear combination of the d +1 columns (la, 4,12,14, ,IK12). Assume that any
column /a E Si, i = 0,1,..., d can be expressed as a linear combination of the set
Bi= (10,11,12,14,...,4) where j = 2i-i. Note that BiCSi. The result is obviously
true for set So. The result is also true for Si+i because any column 1b E Si+i can
be expressed as a linear combination of the set Bi+1= (lo, 11,12, ,1j, 12;), where41
Bi+1 C Si+1. To see this observe that any column 16 E Si+1, where 0 < b < 2ican
be expressed as a linear combination of the columns in Bi (and hence B2 +1) because
ib E Si. Also any column lb E Si+1 where 2i < b < 241 can be expressedas
lb = 12j 1016-2j
where /b_2; E Si, by using the above recursive equation for D'. Consequently the
columns in setSdcan be expressed as a linear combination of the (d + 1) columns
10, 11, 12, 14,.,1K72. If all these d + 1 columns are linearly independent the rank of
D' will be d + 1, or else the rank will be less than d1. Therefore the rank of D'
will be at most d + 1 and the lemma is proved. I
Lemma 3.2 The matrix D' has an eigenvalue Kd /2 anda corresponding eigenvec-
tor with all equal elements.
Proof Note that each row or column of matrix D' has elements whose valuerange
from 0 to d. The number of elements corresponding toa value x (where x is an
integer between 0 and d) is dCx and therefore therows (columns) of D' add up to
a fixed constant c where,
d
c = xdcz
x.o
= dK 12
Thus dK 12 is an eigenvalue of D' and all the elements of the eigenvectoru corre-
sponding to this eigenvalue will be equal. This follows from the basic definition of
the eigenvalues of a matrix because the relationship D'u= cu is satisfied and the
lemma is proved.
Lemma 3.3 The matrix D' has exactly d+1non-zero eigenvaluesa d fold eigen-
value equal to K/2 and another equal to Kd/2.
Proof According to Lemma 3.1 the rank of D' is at most d+ 1 and hence D' has
at most d + 1 non-zero eigenvalues.42
To prove that K/2 is a d fold eigenvalue we use mathematical induction.
Consider a x dimensional hypercube with y = 2'. As the rows of Ds sum up to
a fixed constant xy/2, it is an eigenvalue of Ds with corresponding eigenvector us
(with equal elements). This follows from the previous lemma. Assume that y/2
is a x fold eigenvalue of matrix D. The result is true for x = 1 because 1 is an
eigenvalue of matrix D1. The matrix Ds+1 is given by
Dx+1 =
[Dx+JxD.
DsD. + Jx
where Js is the 2' x 2s matrix of all ones.If y/2 is an eigenvalue of Ds with a
corresponding eigenvector vs then y is an eigenvalue of Ds+i with corresponding
eigenvector [vs, vs]T (where [Vs, VAT is a column vector of order 2'i-1 x 1) because
Ds+i[vs,vx[T= [2D.v. Jxvx]T
= [2Dsys,2Dsys]T
= y[vT,f. ti
Note that Jzvz is zero (vector) because vx and us are orthogonal and all elements of
us are equal. According to the assumption the matrix Ds has x eigenvalues equal to
y/2 and therefore Ds+1 has x eigenvalues equal to y. The other (possible) non-zero
eigenvalue a of Ds+1 is given by
Trace(Dr+i) = a + (x + 1)y + E y
i=i
2(x + 1)y = a + (x + 1)y + xy
a = y
This above equation follows from the fact that trace of a matrix is equal to the sum
of its eigenvalues. Therefore, y is a (x + 1) fold eigenvalue of Ds+1 and the theorem
is proved.
Theorem 3.4 A lower bound for the total communication volume for the case where
all the tasks have equal weight and mo = ml == mK_i = N K are assignedper processor of the hypercube is given by
1 d
CVOL =
2
[(Nd12)* Ao(AU)(N /2)Ai(A + U)]
43
(3.19)
Proof This theorem follows from Theorem 3.1 and the fact that the eigenvalues
of matrix T are one eigenvalue equal to Nd/2 and d eigenvalues equal to N/2.
Note that this lower bound is guaranteed to be positive because the matrix
A + U is negative semidefinite.
3.5.5Example for the Two Processor Case
In order to illustrate our procedure we give a simple example in whichwe
partition the nodes of the following task graph given by the following adjacency
matrix into two sets containing 5 tasks each. Assume that the adjacency matrix A
for the task graph is given as:
0304002000
3 0110 0 0 0 0 0
0100400000
4100113000
0041000004
0 0010 02 0 0 0
2003020001
0000000032
0000000303
0000 401230
The elementof the above task graph gives the communication volume between
tasks i and j, where i and j each range from 0 to 9.There are 1°C5/2 = 128
ways of partitioning the above task graph in to two sets of 5 tasks each, and the
minimum communication volume corresponds to the partitioning of the nodes into
(0, 1, 3, 5, 6) and (2, 4, 7, 8, 9). The optimal value of the communication volume is 3.
A=44
In order to derive the lower bound we need to compute the first two eigen-
values of the matrix A+ U where U is a diagonal matrix with traceas given before.
If we select the elementsof this diagonal matrix according to the equation
uji =Ei ai; the first two eigenvalues of the matrix A + U are 0 and 0.9069 and
the corresponding lower bound is equal to 2.3.
3.5.6Comparison of Lower Bound with Heuristic Algorithms
In this section we give test results comparing the lower bound (VL) for the
communication volume with the value (V) obtained using recursive clustering algo-
rithm when random task graphs are mapped onto a hypercube. The edge_weights
of these task graphs were assigned within specified limits usinga uniform random
number generator. Table 3.4 shows that for the testcases considered the ratio of
communication volume to the lower bound lies in therange of 1.5 to 2.5.
3.5.7Application to Device Simulation
For the Monte Carlo device simulation, the communication betweenpro-
cessors mostly occur during the solution of the Poisson's equation at the end of
each time step. We compared the lower bounds for the communication volume of
the Poisson solver with the values obtained by partitioning the grid usingrecur-
sive bisection onto a hypercube for several 3-D grids. Aswe are interested only in
the ratio of a communication volume to the corresponding lower bound,we have
assumed a unit cost for the edge weights of the task graph for the Poisson solver
shown in Figure 3.3. The test results are tabulated in Table 3.5. For thetest cases
considered, the ratios of the communication volumes to the corresponding lower
bounds were less than 2.6 for cube dimensions greater than 3.
3.6Mapping for the Device Simulation
In Monte Carlo simulation of a semiconductor the device is divided into
a three dimensional mesh over which Poisson's equation is solved self consistently45
No. of
nodes
No. of
edgesedge_weight
Hypercube
Dimension VL, V
ratio
(V/VL)
64 256 1.0-10.0 1 163 381 2.33
2 332 824 2.48
4 747 1778 2.38
6 12572970 2.36
64 430 1.0-30.0 1 12432034 1.63
2 25744392 1.70
4 55119395 1.70
6 8742154811.77
64 270 1.0-10.0 1 39 77 1.98
2 81 165 2.00
4 181 366 2.02
6 293 601 2.05
128 500 1.0-10.0 1 53 131 2.40
2 123 280 2.20
4 274 612 2.20
6 434 970 2.20
128 750 1.0 1 39 77 1.98
2 81 165 2.00
4 181 366 2.02
6 293 601 2.05
256 2600 1.0-10.0 1 24974795 1.92
2 53319831 1.84
4 11299205931.82
6 1784931961 1.79
Table 3.4: Comparison of Lower Bound with Heuristic Method46
Problem
Grid
Hypercube
Dimension VL V
8 x 8 x 4 1 9.732.0
2 19.464.0
3 38.9128.0
4 76.4192.0
5 113.9256
6 151.4384.0
16 x 4 x 4 1 2.4516.0
2 12.248.0
3 33.7112.0
4 71.2176.0
5 108.7240.0
6 146.2368.0
Table 3.5: Comparison of Lower Bound with the Actual Volume for the Poisson
Solver47
with that of the particle motion. In our simulation we only considered uniformly
spaced grids. Here the value of the charge distribution from the previous time step
is used to solve the Poisson's equation, and then the static field solution is used
to calculate the particle motion over the current time interval. In order to solve
such problems on distributed memory computer systems the mesh is divided into
subdomains and these regions are assigned to processors who perform all compu-
tations required in their assigned regions. A processor may have to communicate
with other processors at various points during the simulation of a time step to fetch
data elements that are not mapped to its local memory. In order to make this
communication more efficient each processor i maintains a small buffer region of
thickness Ai called an external interaction region. This external region consists of a
collection of cells surrounding the subgrid, and is used to store the potentials of grid
points owned by other neighboring processors as well as to hold the particles that
will move to these outer cells during the simulation of a time step. The thickness of
this external interaction region should be greater than the maximum number of cells
a particle could move during a time step in that direction and is entered as a run
time parameter. The maintenance of this region helps in minimizing the communi-
cation cost by limiting the number of times a processor needs to communicate and
by allowing the coalescing of individual messages. We note that a similar approach
has been used in simulating a fluid dynamics problem as reported in [29]. These
communication phases for the device simulation occur during the solution of the
Poisson's equation, charge assignment, contact simulation, statistic gathering, and
at the end of each time step when transferring particles and fetching the potentials
belonging to the external interaction regions. The contact simulation and statistic
gathering phases require global communication while the other four phases entail
nearest neighbor communication between processors. Out of these four phases, the
communication pattern exhibited during the particle transfer phase is random while
the others are quite regular with the communication volume being proportional to
the total number of grid points of the boundary planes of the subgrids. However,48
our experience shows that the communication overhead during this particle transfer
phase is quite low compared to the others, and therefore the device can be parti-
tioned into 3-D subgrids using recursive bisection so as to balance the computation
load while minimizing the total number of grid points of the boundary planes of the
resulting subgrids. Figure 3.4 shows a partitioning of a grid for the four processor
case and the external interaction region of the subgrid assigned to processor 0. Note
that only a two dimensional view of the grid is shown.
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Figure 3.4: Partitioning of Grid and External Interaction Region
3.6.1Initial Mapping
At the beginning of the simulation, after defining the geometry of the system
and the doping profile, the position and velocities of the particlesare assigned.
These initial conditions for the simulation are quite arbitrary. In our simulation the
initial carrier velocities were generated randomly using a Maxwellian distribution.
When assigning the initial particle positions we ensured the charge neutrality of
the device by randomly distributing an equal number (per unit volume) of electrons
according to the doping densities of the device. As it is impossible to simulate all the
actual carriers of a device only a subsection of its population, containing N (in the
order of 24000) particles are simulated. During scattering the N simulated particles49
are treated as a sample from the real device whereas during field calculation each
simulated particle represents a superparticle with an effective charge
q = N
> enlxlylz
(3.20)
where e is the electron charge, n is the doping density, and /, x /y x 1, are the
dimensions of a doped region. The sum is taken over all the doped regions. As the
superparticle charge is a constant, we call this the constant superparticle method.
Figure 3.5 shows the initial carrier distribution and a typical mapping of the device
onto a 8 processor hypercube. In this case the device is partitioned by making cuts
source gate drain
Figure 3.5: Initial distribution for constant superparticle method
parallel to the yz plane. The partitions are then assigned to processors by mapping
the processors onto a one dimensional linear processor chain. Although it is also
possible to make cuts parallel to xy plane this will result in a larger communication
volume because for a typical device nz >> nz where nx x ny x nz denotes the
discretization of the device.If the problem graph is large enough, compared to
the number of processors of the distributed processor system such a load balanced
partitioning of device is feasible.If not one may have to make additional cuts
parallel to the xy or xz planes.
We have also tried another approach for making the initial distribution of50
carriers. In this method the particles are distributed uniformlyacross the entire
mesh, and the charge neutrality condition is enforced by associatinga variable
superparticle charge with each doped region. The superparticle chargeqi in a doped
region i is given by
=Ni
where n is the doping density, lx x ly x lz are the dimensions of the doped region, and
Ni is the number of carriers assigned to the doped region i. We call this method the
variable superparticle method. This approach is suitable whennx, ny and rt., ( or nx
and ny) are roughly equal so that partitioning the grid parallel toa single dimension
results in a high communication cost or when the problem graph isnot large enough
when compared to the number of availableprocessors. Figure 3.6 shows the initial
carrier distribution and the mapping ontoa 8 processor hypercube for the variable
superparticle method.
en
(3.21)
Figure 3.6: Initial distribution for variable superparticle method
3.6.2Dynamic Balancing of Load
In Monte Carlo simulation ofa semiconductor, the motion of particles on the
grid will cause a change in the computational loadon processors with time unless51
a strategy for dynamically balancing the load is incorporated into the algorithm.
For example, in a MESFET a depletion will be formed under the gate, while in a
MOSFET the channel will accumulate carriers at the SiSi02 interface [33], [14].
In this section we present two methods for dynamically balancing the load.
The first approach for dynamically balancing the load is based on the variable
super particle method. It is similar to the usual technique for enhancing rare events
in Monte Carlo simulations as reported in [37], [38] and [39]. Here, the particles
within a predefined region of real space that are likely to get depleted of carriers
is assigned an enhancement factor M. When a particle enters this region, it is
replicated (M 1) times, and conversely a particle leaving this region is kept in the
simulation with a probability 1/M. The idea can be easily extended to multiple
regions by dividing the semiconductor into a number of regions k and defining a
k x k matrix M = (mi;) called a enhancement matrix, where mid = ( mii). If
mid > 1 a particle entering region j from region i will be replicated mij times.
Conversely, a particle entering region i from region j will be kept in the simulation
with probability 1/I. This approach for dynamic load balancing also serves the
dual purpose of reducing the communication volume due to movement of particles.
Although the variable superparticle method may be useful in reducing the
execution time of the simulation and in computing the statistics of rarely visited
regions or states, it must be noted that it is realized somehow by distorting the
original problem. The constant superparticle method, on the other hand, has the
advantange of performing a strict simulation of the problem and therefore leads to
a simple and straightforward interpretation of the phenomenon under investigation
[14]. For example, if one is interested in obtaining the spatial distribution of carriers
at steady state then the constant superparticle method has to be used. In this case,
load balancing can be achieved by adjusting the boundary planes of the subgrids
by some amount 8. The cost of this rebalancing (which will include the time to
send/receive data) can be traded off against the lost time due to having an imbalance
in the workload.52
The algorithm for adjusting the subgrid boundaries is based on a parallel
variant of the recursive bisection algorithm described in a previous section. Each
grid point is associated a weight of the form w1+ nw2, where w1 is the computation
cost per iteration per grid point for the Poisson solver, w2 is the computation cost
per iteration per particle, and n is the number of particles around the grid point.
The weight of a subgrid (partition) is defined as the sum of the weights of its grid
points. Each processor maintains a work_map, a subscripted array in 3-D giving
the weight of each grid point of its subgrid (proc_subgrid). A partition can be
viewed as a set of grid planes parallel to the xy, yz or xz directions. As before
recursive bisection works by recursively dividing the grid into a set of subgrids
of approximately equal number of particles. The cuts are not allowed to switch
directions and no cut may move more than a specified number of units relative to
the previous cut.Also, the maximum number of units a cut is allowed to move
relative to its initial position is entered as a runtime parameter at the beginning
of the program. Figure 3.7 illustrates this concept for the two processor case, and
the algorithm for dynamic load balancing based on recursive bisection is given in
Figure 3.8.
3.7Summary
In this chapter we have discussed two algorithms for mapping parallel pro-
grams and presented test results comparing their effectiveness on task graphs for
finite difference problems. We have also derived a lower bound for the communi-
cation volume for task mapping algorithms in distributed systems and given test
results comparing the lower bound to the communication volume given by a heuris-
tic when mapping arbitrary tasks graphs on to a hypercube multicomputer system.
Finally, we have discussed the issues in partitioning and load balancing Monte Carlo
algorithms for semiconductor device simulation on distributed memory multicom-
puters.53
Proc. 0 Proc 1
Before Load Balancing
d
After Load Balancing
d maximum displacement allowed
Figure 3.7: Dynamic Load Balancing for the Two Processor Case54
Algorithm dlb(partition, proc_subgrid, work_map, dir, depth, P)
{
/*
proc_subgrid is the subgrid belonging to processor.
depth is the depth of cut.
P is the number of desired subgrids.
work_map is the work map of a processor.
dir is an array of integers specifying the direction of cut
at each depth.
*1
if(P > 1){
}
Allocate memory for an array large enough to hold the
weights of grid planes of partition and initialize tozero.
Compute the partial weights of grid planes from the work_map.
Compute global sum of array.
Split partition into two parts P1 and P2, withno cut
moving more than max_DELTA units relative to the previous
cut, and adjust proc_subgrid boundary accordingly.
.If the boundary changed send/receive the portion of work_map
outside/inside proc_subgrid to/fromnew processor.
.Let P1 be the subgrid that encloses the proc_subgrid. Then
dlb(P1, proc_subgrid, work_map, dir, depth +1, P /2)
Figure 3.8: Dynamic Load Balancing algorithm55
Chapter 4
Device Simulation
For more than a decade, the most common approach for semiconductor
device analysis has been the drift-diffusion (DD) model which is derived from the
Boltzmann's transport equation under certain approximations [40]. One assumption
is that the carriers are in equilibrium with the local electric field and that the
carrier velocity ir is related to the electric field E by the equation ir= ILE, where
FL is the carrier mobility which may be field dependent. Therefore, the DD model
is strictly valid only in cases where the electric field is low. However, the recent
growth in the microelectronics technology has made it possible the fabrication of
semiconductor devices with active dimension below 1 pm. The internal electric
field in the active regions of these submicron devices is quite high and varies rapidly
over short distances. Consequently high field, non-local phenomena that cannot
be described by means of the DD model have become important in the analysis of
these submicron devices.
The Monte Carlo technique is a numerical method for solving the Boltz-
mann's transport equation that is considered more physically accurate than device
analysis tools based on the DD model. It was first applied to the transport problem
by Kurosawa[41] and was later used to model more complex devices in one [42], and
two [33] dimensions. One usual complaint against the Monte Carlo technique is that
it is computationally intensive, since the basis of the technique is sampling using
random numbers and thus the accuracy of the results dependson the sample size
with the statistical error decreasing as the square root of the number of simulated56
particles. Therefore it can greatly benefit from the vast computationalpower of
today's parallel processors. In this chapter we consider the parallel implementation
of a three dimensional device simulator on message passing multicomputers. Al-
though the Monte Carlo program is inherently 3-D, the previously reported work
has addressed the simulation of a 2-D model due to the computational requirements
of the 3-D solution of the Poisson's equation [14].
4.1Problem Definition
The first step in the Monte Carlo device simulation is the definition ofa
simplified model of the actual device. As a prototype of the simulated devicewe have
considered a GaAs MESFET similar to the one shown in [33]. A plan view of this
device is shown in Figure 4.1. The MESFET consists of a thin (0.16 pm) epitaxial
layer of doped GaAs grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The epilayer and
substrate doping are 1017cm' and 5 x 1015cm' respectively. Three large pads
of approximately (200 x 200)//m2 form thesource, drain, and gate contacts. The
seperation between source and drain is about 3.8 pm. Thesource and drain are
assumed to be low resistance ohmic contacts, while the gate is assumed to form
a Schottky barrier between the metal and the substrate. Therefore, the voltage
applied to the source and drain electrodes is also applied to the active GaAs layer,
while the voltage in the GaAs adjacent to the gate is 0.8 V less than the value
applied to the gate. Figure 4.2 shows the cross section of the simulated regionon
the computerthe section below the points A-A' of Figure 4.1. Thisarea forms the
active region of the device through which most of the current flows. A 3-D model
of the Monte Carlo program was used in order to preserve the inherent 3-D nature
of the physical problem being simulated and to alleviate the need for projecting the
superparticles onto the xy plane.0.16 urn
0.16 um
gate
source
A
drain
A'
-.or- 3.8 um
200 urn
Figure 4.1: Plan View of the GaAs MESFET
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Figure 4.2: Cross Sectional View of the Simulated Device
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4.2The Monte Carlo Algorithm
The flowchart of a typical Monte Carlo program for device simulation is
shown in Figure 4.3. This is an extension of the k-space Monte Carlo simulation
described in chapter 2 with the addition of real space position of each simulated
particle and the assignment of the particle charge to solve Poisson's equation with
the particle dynamics. In the usual case the Monte Carlo particle dynamics are
decoupled from Poisson's equation over the interval of one time step, and the par-
ticles are accelerated by interpolated forces derived from the solution of Poisson's
equation from the previous time step. For the purpose of charge assignment, each
simulated electron represents a superparticle with an effective charge as given by
equation 3.20. A cloud-in-cell (CIC) charge assignment scheme [33] is used to as-
sign the superparticle charge of each particle to its eight nearest grid points, which
results in a smoother distribution of charge and a continuous variation of force
as the particles are displaced with respect to the mesh. The boundary conditions
and the gate electrodes are handled in the traditional way as described in [33] and
[14]. For example, we assume dirchlet boundary conditions on the three electrodes
and Neumann boundary conditions elsewhere on the boundary. These boundary
conditions mean that the electrostatic potential takes on given values on the three
electrodes, whereas the gradient of the potential normal to the surface is taken to
be zero at the remaining points on the boundary. The source and drain contactsare
simulated by absorbing all the electrons that hit the electrodes and by injecting, at
each time step, a sufficient number of electrons to maintain a charge neutral region
in the adjacence of the electrodes according to a hemi-maxwellian distribution. The
Schottky barrier is modelled by absorbing all the electrons that hit the gate. An
electron that hits any other point on the boundary is reflected by reversing the
component of velocity normal to the surface.59
Initialize
1
t=0
t=t+dt
Simulate particles
using Monte Carlo
Assign charge to
grid points
i
Poisson solution
Figure 4.3: The Flowchart for Monte Carlo Device Simulation60
4.3Parallel Implementation
The basic steps for the parallel implementation are the following.
1. Definition of the physical system and input physical and simulationpa-
rametersProcessor 0 reads the run parameters from a file and broadcasts to all
nodes.
2.Initialize the simulationThe device grid is divided into 3-D subgrids
using the recursive bisection algorithm and assigned toprocessors. Each processor
then assigns N/K particles (where N is the total number of particles and K is the
number of processors) to random locations on its subgridso as to ensure the initial
charge neutrality of the device. In chapter 3we described several different methods
for partitioning the grid and making the initial particle assignment. Usually, the
grid can be partitioned by making cuts parallel to theyz plane and by assigning
the resulting subgrids on to processors by mapping theprocessors onto a 1-D linear
chain. If the grid discretization is not large enough, it will not be possible to make all
the cuts parallel to the yz plane. In thiscase, one will have to make additional cuts
parallel to the xy or xz planes. We also discussed two approaches for selectingthe
superparticle charge. One possibility is to selecta constant superparticle charge by
dividing the total static charge by the number of simulated particles, andassigning
the particles to random locations so as to represent the doping density of thedevice.
Therefore, highly doped regions will receivea larger number of particles, whereas
lightly doped regions will get a smaller number of particles. The other possibilityis
to distribute the particles uniformly across the grid. In thiscase each doped region
is assigned a different superparticle charge obtained by dividing the totalstatic
charge of the doped region by the number of particles assignedto that region. The
initial carrier velocities are generated in the usualmanner according to a maxwellian
distribution.
3.Charge assignmentThe doping charge is first assigned to the grid
points according to its distribution. Then the charge of each particle is assignedto
the set of grid points surrounding the particle, calleda cell, according to a cloud-61
in cell scheme. The processors do the charge assignment in parallel, with each
processor being responsible for the particles and mesh points inside its subgrid.
Some communication between neighbor processors is required becausesome of the
cells are shared by two or more processors.
4. Poisson SolutionPoisson's equation is solved to obtain the electrostatic
potential at each grid point. In chapter 3 we discussed the methods for partitioning
the Poisson solver and gave timing measurements comparing the effectiveness of
various mapping schemes. In this section we describe the other important issues in
the implementation of the Poisson solution.
The Poisson's equation in three dimensions is given by equation 3.12 where
Ox,,z denotes the potential at point (x, y, z). Inour implementation, we used an
iterative method [43] that uses an odd/even ordering with Chebyshev acceleration.
In solving this equation on a 3-D grid, all three differential operatorsare replaced
by their corresponding difference operators. For the generalcase of a non-uniform
mesh, equation 3.12 for (n + 1)th iteration takes the form
On -I- be ,An ,4,4,n mo+1 2 An x+1,y,z , x-1,y,z+ CT + "'W x,y-1,z + (4,y,z-1-1 + fOxn,y,z-13`rx,y,z t' x,y,z
(4.22)
where the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f and g are functions ofx, y, and z and vary on
the grid depending on the chosen discretization. The value of Ox,y,zat the end of
the (n + 1)th iteration is given by equation 3.13, where sr4,y,z is the value of Ozn+viz
obtained from equation 4.22 by substituting the current values andw is a constant
relaxation parameter.
The number of iterations required to converge toa given accuracy is a func-
tion of w. The optimum value of w can be obtainedas follows [44]. The set of
difference equations for all the grid pointscan be expressed in matrix notation as
AO = w (4.23)
where the unknown potentials at the grid pointsare represented by a vector 0,
and the matrix A and vector w have known values. With the help ofan arbitrary62
nonsingular matrix B, equation 4.23 can be written in the iterative form
Bo(n+1)+ (AB).011 = w
Each choice of a nonsingular matrix B leads to a potential iterative method. In the
Jacobi iteration method, B is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the
same as the corresponding diagonal elements of A. The Jacobi matrix J is given
by the equation J = I - B-1A. According to Varga [45], the optimal relaxation
parameter wb is related to the spectral density of the matrix J by the equation
wb =
2
(4.24)
1 +1/1 - p(J)2
Therefore, the value of wb can be estimated by forming the Jacobi matrix and
computing its spectral radius.
5. Particle FlightsEach processor simulates the motion of the subensemble
of particles inside its subgrid. The particle flights are subjected to the local field
previously determined from the solution of Poisson's equation. The Monte Carlo
simulation is stopped at fixed time intervals, called the field adjustment time inter-
val, to update the electric field. After a field adjustment, the simulation entersan
inner loop in which each particle is taken in turn and its free flights and scattering
events are simulated until the sum of its free flight times exceeds the field adjustment
time interval. The excess time for each particle is saved so that the simulation can
proceed correctly after the next field adjustment. Each processor maintainsan ex-
ternal interaction region consisting of several layers of cells surrounding its subgrid.
This region is used as a buffer to hold the potentials of the grid points belonging
to neighboring processors until the next field update and to hold the particles that
may move to grid cells outside the processor's subgrid during the simulation of the
inner loop. Before a field adjustment, the particles that have moved to this external
region are transferred to the corresponding processor. The field adjustment time
interval for our simulation was 0.05 ps. When accelerating a particle,a constant
value for the electric field (the value corresponding to the starting cell) is used for
the entire free flight.63
In order to improve the accuracy of the simulation and to reduce the size of
the communication buffer when transferring particles, the field adjustment time in-
terval could be divided into several equal subintervals, called the particle simulation
time interval. Once inside the inner loop, each particle is simulated until the sum
of its free flights exceeds the particle simulation time interval and the particles that
have moved to outside regions are transferred to the corresponding processors. This
process is then repeated a number of times equal to the number of subintervals. A
particle simulation time interval of 0.01 ps was used in our parallel program.
4.4Test Results
The Parallel Monte Carlo simulation program has been used to analyze the
GaAs MESFET shown in Figure 4.1. In generating these test results the superparti-
cle charge of particles was computed using equation 3.20. The grid was partitioned
by making cuts parallel to the yz plane and assigned to a linear chain of processors
using a gray code mapping.
First we present the test results for the Poisson solver. The first step was
to determine the optimal value of w, because as mentioned earlier the number of
iterations for the poisson solver to converge to a given accuracy isa function of w.
This variation (the number of iterations to reduce the initial error bya factor of
10') is shown in Figure 4.4 for two sets of grids. One isa 256 x 16 x 4 and the
other is a 256 x 16 x 2 grid. The optimal w can be determined from equation 4.24
by computing the spectral radius of the Jacobi matrix corresponding to the given
device.
The speedup of a parallel program is defined as Ti/Tp where T1 is theex-
ecution time on a single processor and Tp is the execution timeon P processors.
The execution times for 100 iterations of the Poisson solverare given in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.5 shows the speedups for the Poisson solver as a function of the number
of processors. The decrease in speedup with the number ofprocessors is caused by
a decrease in the ratio of computation to communication. For example, consider0.9990 0.9992 0.9994 0.9996 0.9998 1.0000
CO
Figure 4.4: Optimal w for the Poisson Solver
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the point on the speedup curve corresponding to a 256 x 16 x 4 grid and 64 pro-
cessors.In this case, the execution time per 100 iterations was 14.6 seconds.If
there was no loss in speedup, the execution time should have been 11.9 seconds.
The 2.7 seconds loss consists of a 0.0095 seconds serial overhead, 1.9054 seconds
communication overhead for exchanging boundary potentials, and a 0.7358 seconds
delay that accounts for the time to compute the global sum to test for convergence
and the idle time of processors.
The parallel Monte Carlo program was validated by measuring the charac-
teristics of the simulated device. These results were obtained for a 256 x 16 x 4
grid, with uniform spacing of 0.02 pm, when simulating 24000 particles on a 64 node
nCUBE. The characteristics of the device are measured by applying fixed voltages
to the electrodes and observing the currents that flows in response. The current at
an electrode is computed as the gradient of the equivalent total charge versus time
curve. The equivalent total charge at an electrode is given by [33]
Q(t) = q(Nc,NO+ EEO i I Ey(x,z,t)dxdz (4.25)65
Hypercube
Dimension
Time (seconds)
(256 x 16 x 2) grid
Time (seconds)
(256 x 16 x 4) grid
6 8.07 14.6
5 14.15 27.4
4 26.63 51.8
3 51.09 100.17
2 97.50 194.2
1 191.33
Table 4.1: Execution Times for 100 iterations of Poisson Solver
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Figure 4.5: Speedups for the Poisson Solver66
where the integral is taken over the surface of the electrode and
q = superparticle charge
Na = total particles absorbed up to time t
Ni = total particles injected up to time t
Ey(x, z,t) = electric field directed into the device at time t and
position (x, z)
The equivalent total charge versus time curve for the simulated device is
shown in Figure 4.6. The static characteristics are shown in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.8
shows the steady state distribution of electrons at the normal operating point VD=
3.0V and VG = 1.02V generated for a 256 x 16 x 2 grid using 12000 particles and
32 processors.
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Figure 4.6: The Equivalent Total Charge versus Time Curve
Timing measurements were made to study the variation of speedup of the
overall simulation as both the problem size and number ofprocessors are varied.30
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Figure 4.7: Static Characteristics of the Simulated Device
Figure 4.8: Distribution of Electrons at Steady State68
These measurements are tabulated in Table 4.2. The times are for simulating 12ps
of a problem using a 256 x 16 x 2 grid and 375 particles perprocessor. When com-
puting the speedups, the execution time on a single processor cannot be measured
directly and has to be estimated by indirect means. T1 comprises two parts: Ir23,
the time to solve the Poisson's equation, and Ti tm, the time for the rest of device
simulation. Tr 'is can be estimated by direct measurementson a single processor,
and TT' can be approximated as the sum of the computation times of each of the
P processors of the parallel processor system. The compuation time ofa processor
is equal to the sum of its execution times between successive communication points.
Also, a correction was made to account for the serial componentso as to have it
counted only once.Figure 4.9 shows the variation of speedup with the number
of processors. The reasons for the overall speedup to be less than idealare serial
bottlenecks, communication overhead, and load imbalances. The percentage loss of
speedup due to each of these sources can be estimated by plotting the variation of
speedup as a function of time (number of iterations), where each iterationcorre-
sponds to a simulation time of 0.05 ps. This variation is shown in Figure 4.10 for the
test case corresponding to a 256 x 16 x 2 grid and 375 particlesper processor on 64
processors. Initially, the load is perfectly balanced, and the speedup loss of about
14 percent represents the overhead due to the communication betweenprocessors
and the small serial component. During the formation of the depletion regionun-
derneath the gate there is a further loss in the speedup (another 14percent from
the ideal value) as the set of processors under the gate lose particles. The speedup
remains constant after about 5 ps once the system has reached its steadystate.
4.5Improving the Performance
In this section we propose several techniques for improving the performance
(higher processor utilization, higher speedup,or lower execution time) of parallel
Monte Carlo simulations on message passing multicomputers and study whether
any performance gain can be achieved by their application to our test problem.69
Hypercube
Dimension
Time
(minutes)
3 581.74
4 400.68
5 311.52
6 271.30
Table 4.2: Timing Measurements of the Parallel Program
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Figure 4.9: The Speedup of the Parallel Program70
number of iterations
Figure 4.10: The Variation of Speedup with Number of Iterations71
4.5.1Enhancing Rare Events
The usual techniques for enhancing rare events [37], [39], [38] can be em-
ployed to improve processor utilization, as explained in section 3.6.2, where a par-
ticle entering a region with few particles is multiplied p number of times anda
particle leaving that region is kept in the simulation with probability 1/p, with ap-
propriate adjustment of the superparticle charge. We also explained that this idea
can be extended to multiple regions by dividing the semiconductor into a number
of regions k and defining a k x k matrix M = (mi;), called an enhancement matrix.
If mi; > 1, a particle entering region j from region i is replicated mi; times and the
superparticle charge of each replicated particle is changed to 1/mi; of the original
particle. Conversely, if mi; < 1, a particle entering region j from region i is kept in
the simulation with probability and the superparticle charge is multiplied
by a factor imi.ii Note that = to ensure the current continuity at the
interface.
It can be seen from Figure 4.8 that during a MESFET simulation the major
source of load imbalance is the depletion of carriers in the region of the semicon-
ductor underneath the gate. Figure 4.11 shows how the MESFET is divided into
a number of regions for implementing the repetition scheme. The corresponding
enhancement matrix is shown in Figure 4.12. The repetition schemewas validated
by generating the total charge versus time curve at the normal operating point and
comparing with the one obtained by the usual method. These results weregener-
ated for a 256 x 16 x 2 grid using 12000 particles and 32 processors. In bothcases
the same curves were obtained subject to the statistical uncertainty of the results.
Figure 4.13 shows the variation of the number of particles perprocessor with the
corresponding (gray code of) processor ids. In generating thiscurve it is assumed
that the grid is partitioned by making cuts parallel to theyz plane and mapped
onto a linear processor chain using a gray code mapping. Figure 4.14 compares the
execution times of the two methods for simulating 12 ps.It can be seen that in
spite of the decrease in load imbalance with the repetition scheme, there isno signif-72
icant reduction in the total execution time of the parallel program for the testcase
considered. The execution time of a parallel program is determined by the slow-
est processor of the multiprocessor system. Therefore, the reason for the marginal
decrease in time is due to the fact that the number of particles in the slowestpro-
cessor for the repetition scheme is only slightly less than the corresponding number
for the other scheme, and there is an extra overhead involved in implementing the
repetition scheme.
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Figure 4.11: Partitioning of the MESFET for the Repetition Scheme
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Figure 4.13: Variation of Processor Loads with and without the RepetitionScheme
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of Execution Times with and without theRepetition
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4.6Dynamic Balancing by Moving Boundary Planes
In section 3.6.2, we described the algorithm for moving the boundary planes
of subgrids for dynamically balancing of load. This section presents the test results
for a simulation using a 256 x 16 x 2 grid and 12000 particles on a 32 node nCUBE. In
implementing the algorithm for moving boundary planes, we considered the effect
of both the Poisson solver and the particle simulation phase of the simulation.
This was achieved by associating a weight of the form w1 + nw2 with each grid
point, where w1 is the computation cost per iteration per grid point for the Poisson
solver, w2 is the computation cost per iteration per particle, and n is the number of
particles around the grid point. The value of w2 was selected as equal to 2.4w1, and
the maximum distance a cut was allowed to move relative to the previous cut was 1
unit. The maximum displacement of a cut allowed relative to its initial position was
4 units. The load balancing algorithm was called every 0.1 ps. Figure 4.15 shows the
variation of number of particles per processor with processor ids after 1 ps. Timing
measurements on the nCUBE for this test case showed that the time to simulate 1
ps with load balancing was 37.25 minutes, whereas without load balancing it was
about 36 minutes. The primary reason for not obtaining improved performance
was the constraint that the maximum distance a boundary plane was allowed to
move relative to its initial position was fixed. Another reason was the extra cost
involved in sending/receiving data to/from the new governing partitions caused
by the change in positions of the subgrid boundaries. These test results suggest
that further studies are necessary for improving the performance, for example by
employing a scheme that combines the two methods.
4.7Initial Distribution Using the Variable Superparticle
Method
In section 3.6.1 we discussed the variable superparticle method for making
the initial distribution of carriers, in which the particles are distributed uniformly75
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Figure 4.15: Variation of Processor Loads with and without Load Balancing76
across the entire mesh by associating a variable superparticle charge with each
doped region. We mentioned that this approach may be suitable for systems with
a large number of processors because it offers more flexibility in making the parti-
tions of the semiconductor device into subgrids. In this research, theaccuracy of
this approach was studied by generating the total cumulative charge (through the
drain) versus time curve for a simulation using a 256 x 16 x 2 and 12000 particleson
32 processors of a nCUBE and comparing with the one obtained from the constant
superparticle method for the same test problem. These curves are shown in Fig-
ure 4.16. For the device under consideration there were two regions with different
doping densities, and the ratio of the superparticle charge for the epitaxial layer to
that of the substrate was 40 to 1.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of Constant and Variable Superparticle Methods77
4.8Summary
In this chapter we discussed the implementation of a 3-D Monte Carlo device
simulator suitable for message passing multicomputers. The device simulatorwas
validated by generating the static characteristics of a MESFET. The efficiency of
the implementation was studied by computing the speedup of the parallelprogram
as a function of the number of processors. A simulation using a 256 x 16 x 2 grid
and 375 particles per processor was shown to record a speedup of 44.8 on a 64 node
nCUBE multicomputer. Several methods for improving the efficiency of the parallel
program were also investigated.78
Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks
5.1Accomplishments
In this research we have considered the parallelization of Monte Carlo al-
gorithms in semiconductor device physics on distributed memory multicomputers.
The k-space Monte Carlo algorithms were shown to be easily parallelizable by sim-
ply dividing the ensemble of particles into subensembles of equal size and assigning
to processors. We have also introduced a simple method for incorporating electron-
electron scattering into the parallel algorithm, in which the counterpart electron
is selected at random from the subensemble of particles belonging toa processor
instead of from the whole ensemble as in the serial case. We demonstrated theaccu-
racy of this approach by generating the steady state electron distribution function
and comparing with the one obtained for the serialcase. It was seen that the two
curves agreed with each other quite well subject to the statistical uncertainty of the
results. These parallel implementations also recorded good speedupson a 64 node
nCUBE multicomputer, both with and without electron-electron scattering.
Another accomplishment of our research has been the development ofa semi-
conductor device analysis tool using Monte Carlo techniques for hypercube multi-
computers. In our implementation, we have attempted to extract the maximum
parallelism of the program by parallelizing both the Poisson's solution and thepar-
ticle simulation phase of the algorithm. We believe that the ideas discussed here
can be easily applied to other types of distributed architectures as well. In addition,
the programs have been written in such a way that theycan be ported to other ma-79
chines by modifying few communication routines. Our implementation of the device
analysis program on a 64 node nCUBE reduced its execution time to manageable
levels. When considering the fact that massively parallel hypercube systems with
as many as 1024 nodes are currently available, our research should greatly enhance
the size and complexity of the semiconductor devices that could be studied by the
Monte Carlo technique.
In this research we have also addressed the task mapping problem as ap-
plied to iterative parallel programs, in which the modules of a parallel program are
assigned to processors of a distributed processor system so as to balance the compu-
tational load while minimizing the communication volume between processors. Our
contribution has been to derive a lower bound for this communication volume. It
can be used as a basis when comparing the effectiveness of various mapping heuris-
tics. This lower bound was shown to be a concave function of a diagonal matrix,
U = (uii) where Trace U =Eii a13 with A = (aii) being the adjacency matrix of
the task graph. For a K processor system, this lower bound can be obtained using
the K largest eigenvalues of the (modified) adjacency matrix of the task graph,
(A + U) and the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of the processor graph. By
computing the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of the corresponding processor
graph, we have derived a simple expression for this lower bound when mapping
task graphs with identical computation weight of vertices but exhibiting arbitrary
communication patterns onto a hypercube. We gave test results comparing this
lower bound for the communication volume with the value given by a heuristic for a
number of task graphs, where, in each case, the diagonal elements of U was selected
according to the equation, uii = Ei aii. For every test case considered, we found
that the ratio of communication volume given by the heuristic to the corresponding
lower bound was in the range 1.5 to 2.5.This ratio can be reduced further by
determining lower bound corresponding to the maximum of the concave function.
The eigenvalues of the adjacency matrices can be efficiently determined using
a block Lanczos [46] algorithm. The principal operation involved in this method80
is the computing of a matrix-vector product. Usually, the adjacency matricesare
quite sparse, and therefore, these matrices can be stored using thesparse matrix
format and a matrix-vector product can be computed in 0(n) operations, wheren
is the order of the matrix.
5.2Future Work
One extension of this research is to introduce other special features in to the
simulation such as the Pauli Exclusion Principle and collision broadening. These
concepts become important in semiconductor devices involving high concentrations
of electrons, for example, in GaAs at 300K and at concentrations above 5x 1017
CM-3 [14].Also, the effect of electron-electron scatteringon Monte Carlo device
simulation can be studied by introducing it into the parallel simulation. Other de-
vice geometries such as MOSFETs can also be simulated. The introduction of these
phenomena and the simulation of more complex devices would make the simulation
more computation intensive, and access to a 1024 node nCUBE would be necessary
to reduce the execution times to reasonable levels.
In our research, we used a uniformly discretized grid, althoughour program
can also handle nonuniform grids where every grid plane extends all the way between
two oppositely faced surfaces. It would be interesting to extend theprogram to han-
dle more general nonuniform grids,as well as adaptive grids. Use of a nonuniform
grid would be beneficial because it would allowus to specify a higher grid resolution
for those regions of the device witha rapid change of potential, such as the region
within about 0.3 pm of the drain side of the gate ofa MESFET [33], in which the
whole gate-drain potential is dropped. In addition, when simulating deviceslike
MOSFETs, where most of the charge transport takes place ina very narrow region
[14], the use of a very fine uniform grid would not be feasible dueto the excessive
computation and memory requirements.
The present program was implemented for distributedprocessor systems with
a hypercube interconnection topology. Device independent parallel programming is81
gaining increasing popularity because it allows software portability by providing the
user with a development environment independent of the architecture of a particu-
lar parallel computer. However, programs implemented using a device independent
programming language may not be as efficient as a one written for a given architec-
ture, because in the latter case the compiler has to detect the inherent parallelism
of the program for the most part. Dataparallel C [47] is a device independentpro-
gramming language for the nCUBE that takes a data parallel approach to parallel
programming. It would be interesting to implement the Monte Carlo device simu-
lation program using Dataparallel C and compare its performance to our one that
has already been implemented on the nCUBE. This would also allow us to portour
program to other parallel processing systems on which Dataparallel C is currently
available.
The lower bound for the communication volume can be improved in several
ways. As described before, this lower bound was shown to be a concave function of
a diagonal matrix with constant trace. Presently we are working on methodologies
based on the SEV (sum of eigenvalue) algorithm proposed in [48] for varying the ele-
ments of U for arriving at the maximum of this concave function. Other approaches
to deriving lower bounds for this mapping problem is based on the transportation
approach for partitioning graphs as described in [49]. We have demonstratedour
method by computing lower bounds for fully connected and hypercube distributed
systems. Another interesting problem is the derivation of similar lower bounds for
other types of distributed architectures such as binary trees, rings, and rectangular
meshes. Also, in deriving the lower bound we have assumed that the cost function
to be minimized is the total communication volume subject to load balancing. The
derivation of lower bounds for other cost models such as the minimax cost model and
the summed total cost model [27] would be another interesting research problem.
These will be the subject of our future endeavors.82
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